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Design and Operation of Secure Cyber-Physical
Systems

Fabio Pasqualetti and Qi Zhu

Abstract—This letter proposes a holistic framework for the
design and operation of secure and reliable resource-constrained
cyber-physical systems. The proposed framework combines
control-theoretic methods, information security notions and
computational models to characterize tradeoffs among different
design and operation objectives. We quantify the intricate rela-
tion among control performance, system security and platform
schedulability through a minimal set of interface variables. We
argue that security mechanisms and control algorithms need to
be codesigned and comanaged with the embedded platform, so
as to avoid the design of algorithms that are too expensive to
implement on the embedded platform, or significantly impede
design objectives such as performance and timing robustness.
Index Terms—Automotive systems, control theory, cyber-phys-

ical system, embedded systems, security.

I. INTRODUCTION

C YBER-PHYSICAL systems are the core of most modern
technological domains, including health care and biomed-

icine, telecommunications, and energy management. Real-time
cyber-physical systems embody complex control functions that
run concurrently on a single platform and share computation
and communication resources; see Fig. 1. The implementation
platform needs to guarantee the execution of multirate control
algorithms and communications with sensors and actuators at
the highest possible rate, so as to optimize the performance of
each control, security, and management function.
Due to standardization and the need to reduce costs, some

of the core hardware and protocols adopted in cyber-physical
systems are of public domain, thus vulnerable to cyber and
physical attacks. Attacks can have major consequences, ranging
from significant social and economic losses to instabilities and
service disruption [1]–[6]. Ensuring security is increasingly
challenging in cyber-physical systems, where information
security methods such as key management, secure communi-
cation, and code execution may guarantee the integrity of the
cyber components and data, but are ineffective against insider
and physical attacks. Furthermore, in real-time cyber-physical
systems the platform can reserve only limited computation
resources for security purposes, as the control performance
significantly depends on the control sampling period, and
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Fig. 1. In modern real-time cyber-physical systems control performance
and cyber-physical security are significantly affected by the implementation
platform’s sampling period and end-to-end (sensors-to-controller-to-actuators)
latency. A larger sampling period and end-to-end latency limit the control
performance, but allow for an easier system schedulability and more compu-
tationally intensive security mechanisms. In this letter we quantify tradeoffs
among control performance, system security and platform schedulability
in constrained cyber-physical systems, such as automotive, aerospace, and
resource-constrained industrial automation systems. Our study informs both
the design and the operation of secure and reliable cyber-physical systems.

the sampling period depends on the available computation
and communication resources. Given their tight dependency,
control algorithms, security methods and implementation
platforms need to be codesigned for optimal performance
in resource-constrained cyber-physical systems. To the best
of our knowledge, no framework exists to exploit tradeoffs
among platform implementability, system security, and control
performance, and to adapt the system parameters to favor
implementability, security, or performance.
Related work In the last years several control-theoretic

methods have been proposed to ensure security and robust-
ness against failures and intentional attacks in cyber-physical
systems; see for instance [7]–[10]. These methods have been
developed for unconstrained systems, and often exhibit either
high computational cost, or no performance guarantees. Instead,
in this letter we design security mechanisms while accounting
for resource constraints and limitations. From the perspective
of embedded platform design, several approaches have been
proposed in the literature to account for control performance
and stability [11]–[16]. These works address codesign of con-
trol algorithm and embedded platform, yet they do not address
and ensure cyber-physical security, which is instead the main
objective of this letter.
Contributions This letter studies a simplified framework for

the design and operation of secure cyber-physical systems based
on control theory, information security, and embedded system
design. The proposed holistic framework relies on informative
mathematical models for various system objectives, including
control performance, system security, and platform schedula-
bility, and it quantifies their interdependency bymeans of a min-
imal set of interface variables and relations. Our study suggests
that the implementation platform should be codesigned with
control and security algorithms to optimize performance and ro-
bustness, as design and operation objectives typically compete
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in a resource-constrained environment. Our work supports the
design and operation of cyber-physical systems, for example by
providing methods to determine the necessary resources for de-
sired security and control performance, and to design algorithms
to dynamically adapt the security resources based on the diffi-
culty of the control task. Results are numerically illustrated on
a model of F-8 aircraft.

II. CONTROL PERFORMANCE, SYSTEM SECURITY, AND
PLATFORM SCHEDULABILITY

We consider a cyber-physical system consisting of a phys-
ical plant, a digital controller, and a set of actuators and sensors,
where control packets and measurements are transmitted over
communication channels subject to external attacks; see Fig. 1.
Our objective is to characterize tradeoffs between platform im-
plementability, system security and control performance. 1
Systemmodel and control performanceWe let the physical

plant be described by the linear continuous-time dynamics

(1)

where is the system state, is the
control input, and is the measured output. The
plant is controlled by a digital controller, with sample times
satisfying , , and
for all . Let , , and ,
and let the control input be piecewise constant and defined by

(2)

where is an output-based control law.
The performance of the control system depends on several

factors, including the sampling time . Following [17] and [18],
in this work we assume that the control performance depends
exponentially on the sampling time and, specifically

(3)

where is the map describing the performance of
the control system, and , are appropriate
constants. A numerical example validating our model of perfor-
mance loss (3) is in Section III.
Model of attack Attackers compromise the behavior of a

control system with specific objectives. In this work we focus
on attackers that: 1) know the system dynamics, that is, the
matrices , , and in the model (1); and 2) aim to recon-
struct the state of the system from measurements. Thus, a suc-
cessful attack would result, for instance, in a loss of system pri-
vacy, and it would constitute the basis for the design of a ma-
licious input compromising the system dynamics. We assume
that measurements are independently transmitted by the sen-
sors to the controller, and are possibly protected by some en-
cryption method. We parametrize the encryption method with
a scalar value , and we let the probability for an at-
tacker to decode the encryption key be described by the map

1The methodology of our framework is general, and its applicability is not
restricted by the mathematical models assumed below for the purpose of anal-
ysis. More sophisticated models are needed for complex systems, but the fun-
damental idea of codesigning security mechanisms, control algorithms and em-
bedded platforms remains valid across different models.

. In this work, we assume a brute force decryp-
tion mechanism with

(4)

The encryption of sensor measurements: 1) increases the system
security level, as it is more difficult for the attacker to retrieve
truthful information about the system; 2) increases the system
sampling period, as it increases the computational load on the
controller and, consequently; 3) decreases the performance of
the control loop as described by equation (3).
System security levelWe next quantify the difficulty for an

attacker to estimate the system state given a set of decrypted
measurements. Let be the set of measurements
decrypted by the attacker, and let be the map of
the decrypted measurements. Define theObservability Gramian
by [19]

where is the output matrix associated with the decrypted
measurements, that is, . The energy associated with
the system state with decrypted measurements is

(5)

where denotes the smallest modulus of the eigen-
values of . The following observations are in order. First,
the larger , the easier for the attacker to reconstruct
the system state frommeasurements [20]. Hence, can
be interpreted as the information of the system state contained
in the measurements . Second, the value depends
on both the cardinality and the actual decrypted channels; see
Fig. 3(b). Third, the bound in (5) holds with equality for certain
system states and for an infinite observation horizon [21]. Oth-
erwise, is a lower bound on the information retrieved
by the attacker from the decrypted measurements .
The expected information retrieved by an attacker is com-

puted by combining the probabilistic decryption mechanism (4)
and the deterministic observability degree (5). In particular, as-
sume that the measurement channels , with ,
are mutually independent and protected by the same encryption
method (the measurement channels are not protected).
The expected information retrieved by an attacker is defined as

(6)
where is the attacker probability to ac-
cess encrypted channels, is the information ob-
tained from the decrypted channels (together with the unpro-
tected channels), contains all possible subsets of encrypted

channels, is the cardinality of , and is the -th
element of . Specifically, is the ordered set

In other words, the expected information available to the at-
tacker is given by the weighted sum of the information given
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Fig. 2. A conceptual diagram illustrating the relation among certain interface variables, such as the sampling period, the number of encrypted channels and the
encryption key length, and systemsecurity, control performance, andplatform schedulability.The control performance depends on the sampling period in amonotonic
fashion; see (3). The level of security depends on the security variables as described in (7). Control performance and cyber-physical security are linked to the platform
schedulability through the interface variables; see (9). Ensuring a desirable level of security is challenging in real-time and resource-constrained systems, because the
control performance significantlydependson the samplingperiod, the samplingperiod limit theplatformschedulability, andsecurity canbeenhancedonly at the cost of
increasing the computation and communication loads on the platform, thereby limiting platform schedulability.

by each set of measurement channels, where the weights are
the probabilities of decrypting such channels. Notice that the
set contains the measurement channels available to the
attacker, and it comprises a set of decrypted channels of cardi-
nality and the set of channels without encryption.
We define the security level of a system to be

(7)

The evaluation of the security level requires a substantial com-
putational effort because it involves the computation of the Ob-
servability Gramian for each possible set of decrypted channels.
The characterization of analytical bounds on the security level,
as well as the design of methods for selection of encrypted chan-
nels are left as the subject of future research.
Model of implementation platform We focus on a feder-

ated architecture, where each control function is implemented
on its own embedded platform resources. Let and denote
the sensing time and the encryption time of the th sensor, re-
spectively. Let denote the communication time for trans-
ferring the data from the th sensor to the embedded processor,
let denote the time for the embedded processor to decode the
data from the th sensor, and let denote the total computation
time of the processor. Finally, let denote the communica-
tion time to transfer the data from the processor to the th actu-
ator.2 The end-to-end (sensor-to-processor-actuator) delay of
a control functional path can be written as

(8)

Furthermore, if the channels have homogeneous sensing, en-
cryption and communication times, then equation (8) becomes

(9)

where the last inequality follows because the end-to-end la-
tency is typically constrained to be within the sampling pe-
riod .3 Equation (9) reveals a constraint between the number
of encrypted channels and the sampling period. Together with

2For the easy of notation, we assume that control packets are not encrypted.
Our analysis extends in a straightforward way to the case where both control
and measurement packets are encrypted.

3Sample delays are introduced when the end-to-end latency is larger than the
sampling period. In this case the constraint between sampling period and end-
to-end latency is formulated differently, but the general trends are similar.

equations (3) and (6), we notice that the control performance
and the security level are competing objectives, which are con-
strained together by the sensing, computation, and communica-
tion limitations of the implementation platform. The discussed
tradeoff among system security, control performance, and plat-
form schedulability is summarized in Fig. 2.

III. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Consider the following model for the linearized longitudinal
dynamics of an F-8 aircraft [22]:

where , is the velocity of the aircraft,
is the flight-path angle, is the angle-of-attack, is the pitch

rate, and

The control input follows a digital LQR/LQG
output controllerwith unit costmatrices [19]. The control perfor-
mance equals the largest eigenvalue of the solution to the alge-
braic Riccati equation associated with the LQR problem, which
corresponds to the worst case performance over all system states
[19]. The control performance is computed with theMatlab [23]
routine lqrd fordifferentvaluesof the samplingperiod.
We let the communication channels be encrypted with the

AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) algorithm with a key
length of 128 bits. The encryption and decryption times of
AES on various embedded processors are reported in [24]
and [25]. In our numerical study we let the data size be 12
000 bits, the encryption time and be 50 ms (assuming
an encryption throughput of 300 kbits/s, a constant key setup
time of 10 ms on the Texas Instruments MSP430 platform [24],
and equal decryption time), the sensing time be 30 ms, the
communication time be 40 ms, and the computation time

be 30 ms. The normalized results of our numerical study
are reported in Fig. 3. In particular, the control performance as
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Fig. 3. For theF-8 aircraftmodel in Section 3, this figure shows the normalized control performance as a function of the samplingperiod [seeFig. 3(a)],the normalized
security level as a function of the encrypted channels [see Fig. 3(b)] and the tradeoff between control performance and security [see Fig. 3(c)] Fig. 3(b) shows that
the encryption of the first communication channel (solid black) yields a higher security level than the encryption of the second communication channel (dashed red).
Thus, our analysis allows for an optimal selection of the communication channels to be encrypted. Finally, because control performance and security are competing
objectives in resource-constrained systems, control and security algorithms should be codesignedwith the implementation platform.

a function of the sampling period is reported in Fig. 3(a), the
security level as a function of the number of encrypted channels
in Fig. 3(b), and the tradeoff between control performance
and security in Fig. 3(c). The security level and the sampling
period are computed with equations (6) and (9), respectively.
Our numerical results show the effectiveness of our methods to
quantify the competitive relation between control performance
and security in resource-constrained systems, and to enable an
optimal selection of control and security parameters.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this letter we quantify a tradeoff among control perfor-

mance, system security, and schedulability in resource-con-
strained cyber-physical systems. Based on our analysis, control
and security algorithms should be codesigned with the imple-
mentation platform to ensure performance and robustness in
resource-constrained cyber-physical systems. Future research
directions include: 1) the design of online optimization al-
gorithms to adapt the system parameters against attacks and
failures; 2) the characterization of simplified bounds for the
tradeoff among design and operation objectives; and 3) the
analysis of alternative attack models and objectives.
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